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n recent weeks, several events (the tragedy in New Orleans
as well as recent concerns over the collapse of a noted hedge
fund) have shown the relevance of the topics raised in this issue
of the Journal. Commodities and commodity prices have
received front-page attention from both investors and consumers
alike. Individuals are increasingly aware that alternative investments
include not only modern alternatives such as hedge funds but also
traditional alternatives such as commodities.
The first section of this issue features articles on commodity
investments. In the first article, “Commodities: A Case for Active
Management,” Rian Akey highlights recent arguments for favorable macro conditions for commodities investments, including
cyclical properties, inflation hedging characteristics, and global
demand and consumption matters. He documents a variety of the
limitations inherent in passive commodities investments when longonly total return indexes are used and tests the hypothesis that the
commodities asset class has a number of distinct characteristics that
makes it particularly suitable for skillful active managers to find alpha
opportunities. His results show that active management in commodities can indeed provide superior performance to investors. In
the second article, “Energy Commodity Prices: Is Mean Reversion
Dead?” Helyette Geman explores new sources of natural gas as well
as whether natural gas and oil prices exhibit mean reversion. She
concludes that with prices of oil approaching $70 per barrel at the
end of August 2005 and oil futures trading above $70 on the
NYMEX, these alternative sources of natural gas appear today to
be a partial answer to the world energy needs.
While the seeming collapse of the Bayou fund is certainly a
financial tragedy to its investors, the event reminds us that diversification lies at the core of any investor’s return and risk strategy. The
second section features articles on asset allocation. In the third article, “Rank Alpha Funds of Hedge Funds,” Carol Alexander and Anca
Dimitriu examine the performance of hedge fund portfolios when
fund selection is based on the rank of a fund’s alpha, rather than the
estimated value of the alpha. They note that estimated alphas can
vary significantly depending on the model used and hence induce
a high degree of model risk in portfolio optimization. They find that
even for the simplest factor models, ranking funds according to their
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alpha estimates is an efficient selection process. In
the fourth article, “Suggested Versus Actual Institutional Allocations to Real Estate in Europe: A Matter of Size?” Martin Hoesli and Jon Lekander argue
that the increased allocation to real estate by institutional investors is made possible mainly by the development of new investment vehicles, in particular
private real estate funds, the growing integration of
economic regions, and other factors such as the development of investment benchmarks. They note, however, that the flows needed for the actual allocation
by European institutional investors to match the suggested allocation requires that at least 31% of the real
estate equity universe be held by owner occupiers.
In the section on trade implementation, we
feature an article on the transformation of quantitative research into trading strategies. In the article,
“Implementable Quantitative Research,” Frank
Fabozzi, Sergio Focardi, and Christopher Ma explain
the process of performing quantitative research and
converting that research into implementable trading
strategies. In doing so they seek to reconcile the best
of both worlds and identify concerns in the process
of investment research and management.
The final section of this issue features articles
on risk management. In “Forward Prices and
Futures Prices: A Note on a Convexity Drift Adjustment,” Emanuele Amerio provides an overview on
the literature (mainly theoretical) about forward
prices and futures prices on the same underlying
security with the same expiration. The well-known
fundamental relationship between the two prices is
derived. In particular, forward prices are expressed
in terms of futures prices by means of a convexity
drift adjustment that takes into account the instantaneous correlation between those futures prices
and discount bonds, driven by two imperfectly correlated Brownian motions. The derivation of the
drift adjustment is original. In the last article, “A
General Revised Historical Simulation Method for
Portfolio Value-at-Risk,” Chu Lin, Chang Chien,
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and Sunwu Chen estimate portfolio value-at-risk
(VaR) using a generalized error distribution (GED)
in conjunction with historical simulation. Using
12 years of daily return data on five international
stock indices (S&P 500, FTSE 100, DAX, TAIEX,
and Hang Seng) and a hypothetical portfolio formed
by these five indices, the authors test the performance of this modified approach based on the analysis of its estimation conservativeness, accuracy, and
efficiency. They find that incorporating the GED
model into historical simulation method results in
a substantial improvement in capturing recent market volatility, and hence in the accuracy and efficiency of portfolio VaR. However, they also find that
the regulated trading price limit may influence the
performance of estimation accuracy to some extent.
In addition, their empirical results show that the
specified GED models with tail-thickness parameter perform much better than those specified as
normal distributions. These results provide evidence that fat-tailed GED models are more suitable
when returns are not normally distributed.
Readers will note that this issue is a little heavier than most. Readers, I am sure, agree that the alternative investments arena is continuing to grow and
expand into a wider range of investment classes. In
response, the Journal will likewise continue to grow
and expand (this issue a little more than most). In part,
how we grow is dependent on your support, your
interest, and your involvement. As evidence of this
involvement, we especially thank the New York
Mercantile Exchange for their sponsorship of this issue
and their continued support for research in the area
of alternative investments. We look forward to working with all members of the alternative investment
community in continuing to make the Journal the
primary source of quality research in the area of
alternative investments.
Thomas Schneeweis
Editor
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